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We dream of a Divine Global
Order -the World United States
(WUS) by making India a
„Global Teacher„ !

CAB/NRC Bill and Social Unrest Issue
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n unrest across the
country is firing its stability and integrity due
Inspired by Indo-Aryanisation, to an act made by the Govern- is an ancient discovery of
ment if India. The whole country has divided on this Citizen
the natural laws of human
Amendment Bill (CAB).
evolution to balance Socio

up and it turned into violence.
Huge numbers of students,
intellectuals, social activists
came up against this.
The
participation of the Muslims
was also very significant.
Where is the solution of this

Environmental Ecology (SEE) What is this CAB? The bill controversy? Any nation has
full right
of modern civilisation, with a would proto protect
realisation of ‘oneness’ to all. vide Indian
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Jesus was an Aryan
World Prophet

C

hristmas is being celebrated
through
the
world as the Holy Birthday of Prophet Jesus Christ. Jesus was the son of Joseph and
he was descended from the lineage of Isaac, the second son of
Abraham. His first son was Ishmael, and Prophet Mohamed
descended from Ishmael. So
Mohamed and Jesus were two
biological brothers and Abraham was the common origin of
Christian and Islam. He is also
known in IndoAryan culture as
Brahma, the Aryan Brahmin
Seer and the creator of Aryan
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est,
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to all immicitizen
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lamic faith,
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is
a
seeking Incharacter
dia's
citiof a true
zenship for
shelter, due to eviction from Nation to provide shelter of
three Islamic countries - Paki- any sufferer, seeking protecstan, Afghanistan, Bangladesh. tion, even of an enemy.
The Nation has to uphold the
truth of ’One God, One Dharma
and the same lineage of the
Prophets‟ to fight out the false
propaganda of the communal
drift against the fundamentalists and terrorists globally. This
would make a people’s unity
After CAB became an act, i.e.
within the country and region.
CAA, nationwide protest rose
But National Register of Citizens (NRC) is not based on
‘religion’. It is applied in Assam
only to seek to detect any
‘illegal immigrant’ to detain
and deport. But Government
plans of another act on NRC.

culture. So Jesus and Mohamed

World Master’s Message

were too Aryan Brahmin and all
of us originated from Aryanism.

“Do to others, as you would be done by,
- but expect not in return.”
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